MEMORANDUM

TO: All Private Security Company Licensees, Security Training Officers, Technical College Administration, and Technical College Instructors

FROM: Captain Buddy Littlejohn

DATE: March 22, 2017

RE: Private Security Update

Links to the new SLED Primary Basic and Primary Plus curriculums have been added to the SLED website and can be found by going to www.sled.sc.gov and clicking the Private Investigations & Security Licenses/Registrations link. Once you are on the license/applications page, the Primary Basic and Primary Plus curriculum links can be found on the lower portion of the site page. A few revisions have been made regarding the paperwork that is to be given to security officers once trained, a revision clarifying armed security officers are allowed to make arrests, a revision of firearm qualification scores, as well as a few grammatical and spelling corrections.

As future changes, revisions, and/or updates occur with the Primary Basic and Primary Plus curriculums, SLED will make you aware of such by means of an email as well as updating the revised dates on the lower left pages of the material.

There have been a few questions asked regarding clarification of certain points of the material within the Primary Basic, Primary Plus, and Firearms curriculums. Given such, we have created a separate email account where specific questions can be submitted and will be responded to by SLED. That email address is regtraining@sled.sc.gov.

*Also note the recent body camera memo by Major Weir has been added on the website and can be found on the same page as the Primary Basic and Primary Plus curriculums.